
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a customer services advisor. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for customer services advisor

Provide recommendations on the process improvements related to Customer
Services workflow
Participation in an on call Rota between 7am and 9pm 5/365, comprising of
out of hours’ telephone triage and escalation as appropriate
The ability to work from home from a suitable location on call rotational
working pattern
The ability to work from home from a suitable location
Receives escalated complex investigations passed from Band A colleagues
and also deals with complaints that can be handled on call without further
investigation and will refer more complex complaints to Band C colleagues if
more investigation is required
Using your existing experience and the training we provide, you will carry out
complex processes and deliver information or solutions to provide a quality
service to customers
Whilst completing your daily role you will contribute to the continuous
improvement of the business by identifying and taking ownership of
opportunities for improvement to the processes you use, the services we
provide and the value we can build into our business
Must demonstrate excellent knowledge of processes and procedures
connected with relevant area
Must develop good business/market awareness
Compliance – to ensure that you understand and adhere to LBG Code of

Example of Customer Services Advisor Job
Description
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Qualifications for customer services advisor

Must have excellent understanding Microsoft Word, Excel and Outlook
Willingness to work toward a formal customer service qualification such as
NVQ2 in customer service
Previous experience in a customer facing role is essential
Previous experience of level one technical support is an advantage
Working under supervision - The successful candidate must be self-motivated
and have the ability to work as part of a team
Must be comfortable working in a challenging role and be able to work under
pressure, maintaining a calm and professional manner with colleagues and
customers


